
Technological perspective

We design, build, deliver and support software based 
core, edge and VAS telecommunication solutions. 

Impeccable track record with Leading Service Providers 
that chose us because we make things happen.



Either working directly with our customers, or as part of 
larger projects with our partners, we have consistently been 
able to exceed expectations. Our commitment to results 
and closeness to customers make the difference.

Condor Technologies is a global innovation company 
focused on telecommunications. Starting operations in 
2004 it has deployments ranging from voice-related 
solutions for IMS / VoLTE to new technologies like 
WebRTC or IoT on major Operators in more than 15 
countries across 3 continents.

We understand the needs of real-time communication services 
where reliability is paramount, traffic spikes are unpredictable 
and legacy systems cannot be replaced instantly.

Customer focus



Lifted to Cloud or born into The Cloud?

With Cloud having become not only a necessity, but also the new “Buzz word”, 
everybody claims to be “Cloud Ready”. But, are you really taking advantage from Cloud 
Technologies by packaging a piece of SW in a VM image and lifting it to the Cloud?

Having faced “lift & shift" challenges before, at Condor we know that you cannot 
simply lift to the Cloud. You need to develop for the Cloud in order to really take 
advantage of the resiliency and elasticity that the Cloud provides.

DELIVERY SERVICES

SOFTWARE DESIGN
Co-creating with our 

Customers specialized 
TELCO solutions where 

our experience and know 
how make the difference.

We go from VNF Onboarding  
to wide scale deployment 

and integration activities to 
assure the successful 

deployment of solutions.

Allows our customers to 
confidently manage the 
day-to-day operations 
and unleash the full 
potential of our solutions.

A 24x7 Support Centre 
providing assistance
in english, spanish and 
portuguese 365 days
a year.

TRAINING

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Backed by years of experience on leading operators in the world and the continuous refinement of our delivery 
processes Condor Service Portfolio provides Customers with an end-to-end offer that enables them to take full 
advantage of our Solutions.

SERVICES



VAS & CORE
Voicemail
Call Control
SIP Trunking
WebRTC apps
MRF/Media Server
IVR
Telephony Application
Server
Hosted PBX
Audio Conferencing
Call Admission Control

REGULATORY SERVICES
Lawful Interception Mediator
Emergency Services
Number Portability
Numbering plan adaptations
Call Collect

NETWORK EVOLUTION
Class 5 services
AGCF NCS to SIP
Protocol GW H.248 to SIP
R2 & ISDN to SIP Gateway
NG IN services
PSTN Simulation/Emulation

When faced with the challenge of moving to Cloud Environments, at Condor Technologies we decided to design from the 
ground up committed to a strict set of principles

Cloud Native
Solutions

Microservices
architecture

Dockers +
Kubernetes

Open
APIs

Based on those 4 pillars, Condor Technology is helping Carriers and SaaS providers to develop a new generation of 
applications for communications.

PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

Always looking forward to innovation and the new trends in telecommunications we also recognize the existing 
investment in legacy solutions that, in many cases, need to co-exist or be evolved in phases. In light of this we 
developed a set of solutions for Fixed Network Transformation and Mobile Network Evolution as well as cutting 
edge IMS services and functions that go from full products to protocol adapters, gateways and even 
custom-made solutions to allow the seamless evolution of existing networks and the introduction of new 
services and technologies.



Even if the Telecom world has been moving towards 
an Open Standards ecosystem, CSPs usually face 
needs related to country specific regulations, 
particular marketing requests or issues related to 
their specific multi-vendor network infrastructure 
that are not addressed by standard products.

ISO certified processes.

Designs compliant with mandatory TELCO 
requirements such as High availability, 
performance and scalability.

Rigorous Project Management aligned with 
complex implementations.

Cloud native developments based in 
microservices as well as traditional architectures.

In-house developed protocol stacks (SIP, RTP, 
Diameter, NCS and H.248 among others).

Deep specific know how (networks, 
protocols, architectures).

Exclusive focus in telecommunications 
projects.

Condor’s main value proposition is our flexibility to 
solve Customer’s needs. We designed our products in a 
tiered and distributed approach that allow us to add 
customization layers or additional modules to address 
new requirements while at the same time take 
advantage of a robust and field proven core.

THE CHALLENGE CONDOR’S APPROACH

One of the biggest challenges that Service Providers face is how to stay relevant within ever-changing markets. 
We are committed to listening, embracing and delivering our customer’s requirements. Co-creation for us is not 
just another fancy marketing tactic but a real tool to jointly create value.

CUSTOM TELCO SOLUTIONS

Team members with 10+ years in the field.
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